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We’ve arrived at the 1950’s and ‘60’s 
and the advent of multimedia. We 
discover what happened to popular music 
when people all had radios and then televisions 
in their homes. We hear about skiffle, rock ‘n’ roll and the birth of the pop industry as we
know it today. Local showbands are given their due place in musical history and the
children are introduced to the guitar and the drum kit.

Listening
Recorded extracts include the music of Lonnie Donnegan (skiffle); Bill Haley and the Comets; The Beatles;
Elvis Presley; Brendan Boyer; The Clipper Carlton Showband; The Freshmen; The Beach Boys; U2.

Composing
A group of children have made a piece of music called Moon Walk using a keyboard and chimes.

Performing
• Body drum kit

• Skyscraper Wean

• Urban Spaceman (adapted) 

Songs Urban Spaceman  

Programme 9

Follow Up Suggestions 
• Make your own ‘Moonwalk’ music

Let the children work in pairs on chime bars or glockenspiel.  Each child selects four notes and
chooses the order in which they will be played to represent the footsteps of an astronaut on the
moon.  Encourage children to play slowly by counting 123, 123, 123, 123, 123, and playing only on
the first counts.  Let them play separately and then together.  Try playing only on the second counts,
then only on the third counts. Point out that the two astronauts would not always be in step with each
other.  To achieve this effect the children could play on different counts e.g. child A plays on first
counts, child B on second or third counts. Let them perform for the class. A keyboard playing
continuous sound in the background can create a cosmic atmosphere. Find a voice and note (s) which
suit best. Ask them to write down their composition.

For example: G E F D

1 2 3, 1 2 3, 1 2 3, 1 2 3

B A              E C

* See music at end of notes

>

* More suggestions . . . 
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. . . More Follow Up Suggestions

• Make up your own skiffle band. (Think up a name for yourselves). Use a guitar if there’s one available
and make you own kazoo, bass, and if you can’t find a washboard use a scraper or a kitchen grater to
get the same sort of sound.

• Kazoo – stretch a strip of tissue paper over the end of a short cardboard tube and secure it with a
rubber band. Use a pencil to make a hole near the covered end of the tube. You could have a kazoo
band.         

• Double Bass – using a hammer and a nail make a hole in the centre of the bottom of a bucket. Turn
the bucket upside down and thread a length of thick string through the hole. Tie a knot in the end of
the string inside the bucket. Tie the free end of the string to the end of an old broom handle. Put one
foot on the upturned bucket and hold the stick in one hand, resting its bottom on the bucket. Push
the stick slightly away from your foot until the string is fairly tight. Now pluck the string and
experiment finding different notes on your bass.

• Have a game of ‘Juke Box Jury’. Collect a selection of different kinds of music and ask the children to
bring in some of their favourite tapes and CDs. Play a selection of music and songs and ask the
children to hold up cards saying HIT or MISS and count their votes. Develop this into a discussion as
to why they like one piece or music rather than another. Encourage them to find ways of describing
why they like or dislike a piece of music.

• Find out more about local show bands by asking parents or grandparents. Have they any of their
favourite records from the ‘50s’, ‘60s’ or ‘70s’ around at home. What about clothes and jewellery from
that era?

• Ask the children to suggest good names for a new pop group. Make a list on the board. Compare their
suggestions and contemporary group names with band names from the past and notice how fashions
in names change as well as music and clothes.

• Discuss the difference in living in a house with a garden and living in a high-rise flat.

• Draw a picture of a UFO.

• Ask the children to mime a moon walk.
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Cross-Curricular Links

Programme 9

Rock ‘n’
Rolling

(The 1950’s & ‘60’s)

History
life in the 1950’s - ‘60’s

Cultural Heritage
advent of television
show bands
ballrooms

Science
television
radio
first man on the moon 

English
brand names
language to describe music
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Urban Spaceman

* Continued

>
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Urban Spaceman (continued)


